
Bomba di Riso 

This stuffed rice pie comes from Bardi in Italy’s north west Appenines. Literally translated as “Rice 
Bomb” it makes a good looking centre piece to slice and share. I have chosen it because it can be 
versaCle and suits meat eaters and vegetarians depending on what you fill it with and if you cannot 
be bothered with the assembly you can bale out of the recipe at various points and join the sauce 
filings (the ripieno or pien’h in Bardi dialect) with some pasta or the meat with roast potatoes and 
salad. 

The recipe below uses skirt of beef in a “stracoHo” or slow braise and an alternaCve of mushrooms 
but you can fill the rice pie with anything you want and you can subsCtute the rolled skirt of beef for 
mince or pork, or chicken thigh or good sausage, the principles are the same. 

The measures shown are very approximate and your leKovers will freeze well to be enjoyed another 

Cme. You’ll obviously need a fresh wine supply😊  

So lets have a list then a walk through the preparaCon and assembly. The sauces are your choice, 
meat or mushroom but the assembly stages are essenCally the same. You’ll need a pan to braise the 
meat or make the mushroom ragu, a pan to cook the risoHo, a pan to keep the stock warm and a 
metal bomb mould or a pyrex or porcelain ovenproof pudding basin to bake the assembled dish. 

Straco/o di manzo : Braised rolled and stuffed beef. 

A piece of beef skirt in one piece about 500 grams at least (you can use braising steak or shin but to 
roll it skirt works best a thin or beaten piece of ribeye steak or rump would also be ok) 

1 onion chopped 

2 sCcks celery grated 

1 carrot chopped or grated 

2 cloves garlic chopped or grated 

A few porcini mushrooms (a handful) rehydrated in water for 10 minutes (keep the soaking water 
you’ll need it in the stracoHo or sugo) 

Half a tube of tomato puree 

A Cn of plum tomatoes or chopped or good passata (I’m going to use good passata) 

A bay leaf 

Chopped parsley 

Chopped rosemary 

Braising liquor; white or red wine or cider (I’m going to use local cider) 



BuHer 

Olive oil 

Salt, pepper and fresh nutmeg 

Method: 

Lay the skirt of beef out on a board. Spread some buHer on the upside and sprinkle some grated 
parsley, rosemary and garlic and a few rasps of nutmeg. Lay some of the soaked porcini mushrooms 
on top and season with a liHle salt and pepper. Then roll it up keeping the filling inside. Tie it up with 
string or fix it with a few cocktail sCcks. 

Heat some olive oil in the braising pan and seal the meat roll all over to get a bit of colour on it then 
remove it to a warm plate. Add a nob of buHer to the juices in the pan on a reduced heat and add 
the onions, grated carrot and celery (the sofrito) and fry gently turning it all translucent and shiny. 
Adding a teaspoon of sugar now is also good. Add the rest of the garlic and any spare porcini 
mushrooms chopped up a bit and fry those for a minute being careful not to catch the garlic. Add 
some salt and pepper now and adjust later. Add any leK over rosemary and parsley. 

Now add half a tube of tomato puree and mix it in giving it a chance to amalgamate. Put the meat 
roll back in and give it all a chance to get glossy probably about 3-5 minutes. Then add your tomatoes 
or passata and most of the porcini soaking water (careful not to add it all it can be griHy at the 
boHom) and bring it to the boil. Then add about 50cls of cider or wine. Throw in the bay leaf and any 
parsley you have leK. Adjust the seasoning with a liHle more salt and pepper if you think your 
stracoHo needs it. Bring to the boil the turn it to the lowest heat you have. 

Cover your pan with a cartouche (a circle of greaseproof paper) it gives a wonderful intense braise or 
cover with a lid and let it simmer away for at least two hours, three would be beHer and if you have 
four it’ll be good just keep an eye that the sugo isn’t too dry (add some water from the keHle if it is) 
and sCr oKen to stop the boHom of the meat catching. Your sugo should be thick and glossy. 

When the meat has braised for about three hours remove it from the sauce and let it rest for at least 
half an hour before cu_ng. You can slice the meat and serve it with some of the sauce and a few 
roast potatoes and salad if you do not want to assemble the bomba but if you do cut some of the 
meat into chunks and mix it with some of the sauce ready to fill the bomba.  

Sugo di funghi: (Mushroom sauce for a vegetarian bomba) 

With the excepCon of the meat and the bay leaf you’ll need the above ingredients for the mushroom 
sauce…and of course you’ll need mushrooms. A mix of portabello and chestnut mushrooms works 
well but it you like whole buHon mushrooms use some of those too so you have a few different 
shapes and sizes. 

Chop up the mushrooms and fry them quite hard in some oil to get some colour. Add the chopped 
onions, carrot and celery and soKen unCl translucent (3-4 minutes). Next add the garlic and the 
strained and chopped porcini mushrooms (remember to reserve the soaking water) and fry them for 
a minute or so. Add some salt and black pepper now and adjust later. 

Add some chopped rosemary and parsley and fry that before adding one third of a tube of tomato 
puree. Add a liHle sugar and sCr it all to gloss all the ingredients in the pan. Frying this for a few 
minutes makes a big difference. Now add the passata or Cnned tomatoes and bring back to a 
simmer, then add the porcini soaking liquid being careful not to add the someCmes griHy residue. 



Next add about 250mls of cider or white wine and bring back to simmering. Now add some more salt 
and black pepper to taste if you think your sugo needs it. Add some chopped parsley and put the lid 
on the pan just ajar and let this cook for 45 minutes to an hour to let the sugo thicken and gloss. 
Then it’s ready. 

You can serve this sugo with pasta or add it to the risoHo if you don’t want to assemble the bomba. 

Riso/o 

Ingredients: 

A small onion or two shallots (these are not opConal see below) 

Some fennel chopped if you like it or some leeks and carrots chopped if you want 

1.25 litres of hot chicken or vegetable stock depending on whether you want a vegetarian version 

125 grams of buHer 

Olive oil 

100 grams of freshly grated parmesan cheese. 

Chopped parsley 

A glass of white wine or cider or vermouth 

350 grams of arborio rice, or carnaroli or vialone nano 

Method: 

In a thick boHomed pan melt some buHer (25 grams approx. keep the rest cold) and a good lug of 
olive oil and fry the chopped onion and anything else you are using for your sofrito (like the fennel or 
leeks and carrots and celery) unCl soK being careful not to catch them. Heat up your stock in a 
separate pan ready. 

When the sofrito is translucent add the unwashed rice to the pan and sCr it well to pick up the juices 
in the pan and give it a mix and toast for a minute or two. 

Next add the wine, cider or vermouth to the hot pan and sCr everything to get to the boil quickly and 
cook off the alcohol. If you aren’t using any wine just start adding stock. 

The hot stock is added in ladels full one by one sCrring constantly while the rice aborbs the liquid and 
then another ladel is added unCl the rice is cooked. SCrring breaks down the starches in the rice to 
give that creamy risoHo consistency. The rice is cooked when it sCll has a bite but no more 
chalkiness. Taste a few grains and you’ll know. The rice should not be stodgy but should be quite 
loose and pourable but not runny. 

Take it off the heat and sCr in the cold buHer in cubes and keep sCrring. Now add the grated cheese 
and sCr it in well. Add the parsley and set it aside to relax. You can give it half an hour or longer if you 
are making the bomba but serve immediately with your chosen sauce if you don’t want the assembly 
work. 

Bomba. 



You’ll need a bomb shaped ovenproof dish either metal, pyrex or porcelain. Spread the inside quite 
generously with buHer then sprinkle breadcrumbs all over the inside of the mould to create a non-
sCck crust when cooked. 

Now put some of your risoHo into the boHom of the mould to cover the boHom and up the sides 
leaving a well in the middle for your filling. Take your chosen sauce of stracoHo di manzo or funghi 
and fill the centre. Then cover the top with more risoHo leaving it flat. Sprinkle some more 
breadcrumbs and a liHle buHer over the top. 

Cook the bomba uncovered in the oven for about half an hour or so at 200 or 180 for fan ovens. 
Keep an eye on it so as not to burn it or to take it out too early. The crumbs on top should be golden 
when it’s done. 

Remove the bomba from the oven. Run a sharp knife around the mould being gentle. Turn out  your 
bomba by covering it with a plate or board then invert quickly. Gently remove the mould and (fingers 
crossed!) you’ll have a golden mound filled with a delicious molten filling ready to slice and serve. 

Worst case scenario is that you’ll have a delicious but already erupted volcano shaped risoHo😉  but 
hey it’s not for a photo it’s for supper. 

Serve sliced with a green salad and of course you’ll need vino and “Che mazzolin dei fiori” playing on 
the fisarmonica for the total experience. 

This is cucina povera at it’s most delicious. If it turns out you’ll feel the warmth inside which comes 
from feeding your loved ones something you took some trouble over before you’ve even tasted it. 

There are two books on the cooking of the Val Ceno, Bardi and the Bardigiani by noted chefs: 

“Cucina” by Michelin Starred Angela HartneH (Murano) whose family emigrated from Bardi to 
London and “Simply Italian” by Michela Chiappa (The Welsh Italians) whose family emigrated from 
Bardi to Merthyr. Both books are a good read and I acknowledge that I have referred to them both in 
these recipes. 

Buon apeCto and don’t forget to give generously. 

Andrew 


